Agrarian Change Seminars
Term 2, 2019-20
Journal of Agrarian Change and
Department of Development Studies, SOAS
Room G51a, College Buildings
SOAS

Thursday 9 January, 5.15 pm
Dispossession, work, and the politics of acquiescence in a tribal coal mining village in India
Itay Noy (LSE)

Thursday 23 January, 5.15 pm
Rethinking technological change in smallholder agriculture
Dominic Glover (IDS Sussex)

Thursday 6 February, 5.15 pm
Venezuela's Twenty-First Century Socialist Agriculture: A Fordist Neo-Populism?
Aaron Kappeler (University of Edinburgh)

Thursday 20 February, 5.15 pm Postponed because of strike
Masters of the Countryside and Their Enemies: Class Relations and Agrarian Changes in Rural Java, Indonesia
Muhtar Habibi (SOAS)

Thursday 5 March, 5.15pm Postponed because of strike
Land for industry: State, Dominant Class, and the Politics of Rural Accumulation in Maharashtra, India
Mihika Chatterjee (University of Oxford)

Visit the Agrarian Questions website https://www.aqs.org.uk/
Independent and complementary to Journal of Agrarian Change